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1, ray Allen's former teammate Allen recalls, his former teammate Earl will Coca-Cola and Fresh Ground Coffee against together,
before the race to drink, this let Allen feel very strange. "I guess he is the feeling of love coffee, but also to some fierce. But I just think
about it this enough to blunt nose." Allen said. Earl was in the 1996-97 season played for the Bucks, that year, Allen is the Bucks
rookie. 2, Derek - Ross loves candy < p > fans know, professional athletes can not eat too much candy, otherwise it is easy to gain
weight, but the NBA's youngest MVP Derrick Rose but super like candy. Love to what extent? Installed in the home station candy
vending machine. Wrigley Jr. company after the discovery of Ross, a hobby, put a trait of rainbow sugar vending machine on the
Ross home, and provide three years of rainbow sugar. Lebron - James is very difficult for a strange quirk of nail biting. Whether
xianlaiwushi or in intense in the NBA, whether it is sitting on the bench to rest, or at the all star game this festival, do not let the mouth
of the "Little Emperors" idle. From time to time he will relish the finger to his mouth, and bite or suck up. Psychological experts said
that people eat finger there are three main reasons: boring pastime, relieve stress and zinc deficiency, and that is the Oedipus
complex. I do not know "little emperor" bite finger which type? 4, Bryant - Kobe bite Jersey after the Jordan era, only Kobe a person
can be the performance of the most vividly. But once lagged behind the Lakers in the field, and Bryant to turn the tide, leading team
Jedi, you always see such a lens. For his habit of biting his shirt, Kobe himself explained: "really? I've never noticed this, it's crazy. 5,
Steve - Nash licked his fingers Nash is the idol of many female fans, but when it comes to his dribble like to use tongue touch the ball
hand, some can not understanding, even some people think that let people carefully panic. Nash himself talked about this habit, "I feel
my hands dry, not easy to dribble, so lick the hand." But he didn't seem to care about these things is not health. Kevin - Durant
endorsement package on the Conference< p > Durant because like endorsement package conference in China got the nickname
"bag Du", which makes him look like a student, although now KD in the field more and more aggressive. According to Kevin Durant:
"my iPad, Bible, earphone, mobile phone charger are on the inside, the reason I always carrying a backpack, just in order to be able
to at the end as soon as possible to catch up with the team bus. This is the only." 7, Caron Butler bite Straw Butler drink a beverage
brand, home refrigerator full of the beverage. Another is his love to bite straw, think of a whole body muscle tall man sitting in the shop
to bite straw scene, this is kind of weird, even he on the sidelines sitting too. >
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